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THROTTLE & STEERING CONTROL

Features
• Ergonomic remote
• Full wireless remote steering control

 (only works with Panther Electro Steer Units—sold separately)
• Precision throttle control
• Momentary full-throttle burst
• Water-resistant controller with LCD Display
• Easy installation
• Engine-specific hardware fits neatly under the cowling
• FCC and IC approved

Kit Includes
• Wireless controller
• Radio receiver
• Servo
• 2 AAA batteries
• Detachable lanyard

Wireless Trolling—Fishing’s Newest Art Form
TROLLMaster is the world's leading remote Throttle & Steering control for auxiliary outboards. 
Maintain optimum trolling speeds to maximize your catch—salmon, steelhead, trout, walleye, 
tuna and more.

Enjoy the freedom of full
wireless throttle & steering control

The PRO 3 Plus has all the precision speed and direction control of its predecessor, the 
PRO 3, but everything  is now controlled with a sleek, wireless remote that you can wear 
on a lanyard around your neck, keep in a pocket, or mount anywhere on the boat. No 
more cables to trip over, and no more having to run a cable from the motor to the helm. It 
features a back-lit display for those times when you're fishing right up to and past sunset 
when the bite is so hot, you can't leave the water. The rabbit and turtle buttons increase 
and decrease speed in small increments and keep it there. The controller will go into sleep 
mode after one minute of inactivity to save power. A quick press of any button will wake it 
up, and your previous trolling speed will still be set. Easy to install and even easier to use 
means less time working and more time fishing.

  PRO 3 PLUS  INCLUDING A MOTOR-SPECIFIC HARDWARE KIT

THROTTLE & STEERING CONTROL

MODEL NUMBER MOTOR MAKE & HP (YEAR)

TM200HWKIT Honda 5, 8, 9.9, 15 (1980-2000)

TM201HWKIT Mercury Mariner 9.9, 15 (1990-2004)  |  Yamaha 9.9, 15 (1989-2006)

TM203HWKIT Mercury 4, 5, 6 (all years)  |  Nissan/Tohatsu 5, 6 (1995-present)

TM206HWKIT Yamaha 6 (1999-2012)  |  Yamaha 8 including Hi-Thrust (1999-present)  |  Yamaha 9.9 including Hi-Thrust (2008-present)

TM207HWKIT Honda 8, 9.9, 15, 20 (2001-present)

TM208HWKIT Johnson/Evinrude 9.9, 15 (2003-2011)  |  Suzuki 9.9,15 (2003-2012)

TM209HWKIT Mercury 15, 20 Tiller only (2005-2010)

TM210HWKIT Yamaha 9.9 including Hi-Thrust (2005-2007)  |  Yamaha 15 including Hi-Thrust (2005-2017)

TM212HWKIT Mercury 8, 9.9 (2005-present)  |  Evinrude 9.8 (2013-present)  |  Nissan/Tohatsu 8, 9.8 (2003-present)

TM214HWKIT Mercury 15, 20 (2011-2017)  |  Mercury 15 Remote only (2005-2010)  |  Evinrude 15 (2012-present)  |  Nissan/Tohatsu  20 (2011-present)

TM215HWKIT Suzuki 9.9, 15, 20 EFI only (2014-present)

TM216HWKIT Mercury 15, 20 EFI (2018-present) Remote Throttle or Tiller  |  Tohatsu 9.9, 15, 20 EFI (2018-present) Remote Throttle or Tiller

Whether you're pulling spinners for walleyes on the fertile waters of Lake Erie, cut herring for kings off the rugged Pacific Northwest 
coast, or oversized crankbaits for Minnesota muskies, the TROLLMaster PRO 3 Plus eliminates the aggravation of trying to use the kicker 
motor's throttle control to set the speed.

When you hook a fish, just press the Idle button on the remote and your kicker motor will drop into "slow ahead" mode, allowing you to 
maintain slow forward progress while battling the fish. Once the catch has been landed, pressing the Idle button again will resume that 
perfect trolling speed you had dialed in. If at any time during your trolling session you want to give your spread a strike-inducing burst of 
speed, press and hold the Max Throttle button. This will rev the motor up to 70% and keep it there as long as the button is held.

We offer a variety of different servo mounting hardware kits to allow easy installation on most popular kicker motors. The motor-specific hardware 
kit must be purchased as a separate item. As long as you know the make, HP and year of your kicker motor, you can determine which hardware kit 
you need. See the chart below.

For the most up-to-date application guide information,
visit www.TROLLMasters.com



Features
• Dial throttle control
• Momentary full-throttle burst
• Extra long, 25' cable
• Water-resistant controller with LCD display
• Can be hand-held or easily swivel mounted with our AP-TM (page 27)
• Easy installation
• Includes mounting hardware

The PRO model TROLLMaster offers the user the ability to make quick, precise speed adjustments. 
Ideal for fast-moving rivers and crowded salmon derbies where quick, accurate adjustments to speed 
are crucial. We often hear from customers who report that a one-tenth-of-a-mile-per-hour change in 
their trolling speed was critical to a full fish box. The MAX THTL button allows for momentary bursts 
of speed for quickly adjusting your heading or giving a burst of life to your lures, triggering strikes 
from following fish. The IDLE feature is used when reducing speed to Slow Ahead. The preset trolling 
speed will be resumed when the IDLE button is pressed a second time.

Control Your Kicker from Anywhere on Your Boat

  TROLLMASTER PRO

Hardware kits to match most 4-stroke kicker motor applications

For the most up-to-date application guide information,
visit www.TROLLMasters.com

THROTTLE CONTROL

with Classic Wired Remote Control with Enhanced Functionality

Unique solutions to steer a kicker motor. Can be installed on kickers with threaded tilt tube without drilling holes. Installs in minutes and requires only inches between the main 

motor and auxiliary O/B. 2-button, hand-held remote with 24' cable and mounting hardware included.

T5  4" between motors PATENTED DESIGN
55-0502  Freshwater
55-0503  Saltwater

T4  9" between motors
55-0102  Freshwater
55-0103  Saltwater

It's trolling made easy. Steer your kicker from anywhere in the boat. The Panther 100 Electrosteer is easy to install anywhere 

in the transom area. Operated with a 24' cable and 2-button, hand-held remote. The Electrosteer will move from full right 

to left in only 4 seconds with the fast and precise kicker control that's necessary for contour trolling. The connecting rod 

between the Electro Steer and the kicker easily disconnects, allowing for versatile applications.

55-0100A  Freshwater (All component hardware is made of zinc.)

55-0101A  Saltwater (All component hardware is made of stainless steel.)

50' range. The receiver is operated from a standard 12 volt battery. The transmitter operates from a A23-type battery. 

Adapted to fit all Panther steering and Trim and Tilt units. Universal use with any 2-prong molded wiring harness.

FCC and IC approved. Lanyard included.

55-0100A

All of the Panther Electrosteers come fitted with a two-way switch on a 24' cable, but did you know that they can also be 

controlled with one of our WIRELESS remotes? There are two choices, either the Panther Wireless Remote Control or our 

ALL-NEW TROLLMaster PRO 3 Plus (shown). The TROLLMaster PRO 3 Plus will allow the user to not only control steering, 

but also to adjust the trolling speed in small increments and say goodbye to cumbersome cables. FCC and IC approved.

SEE PAGE 30 FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE NEW TROLLMASTER PRO 3 PLUS.

T5 55-0503 T4 55-0102

Model 100A & Model 101A 55-0100A, 55-0101A

TROLLMaster PRO 3 Plus

Wireless Remote Control 55-0105

(See optional wireless remote, 55-0105)

NOTE: All Panther Electrosteers (T-4, T-5, Models 100A and 101A) are the same electronically. They all use the same electric motor and come with the same wiring harness 

and switch. These units can also be used with a Panther Wireless Remote (55-0105) or a TROLLMaster PRO 3 Plus. If a Panther Electrosteer is going to be used with either 

of these, the Electrosteer can be ordered as an "NE" or "No Electronics" version at a reduced price.

KICKER STEERING – ELECTRONIC

MODEL NUMBER MOTOR MAKE & HP (YEAR)

TM 200 DPRO Honda 5, 8, 9.9, 15 (1980-2000)

TM 201 DPRO Mercury Mariner 9.9, 15 (1990-2004) | Yamaha 9.9, 15 (1989-2006)

TM 203 DPRO Mercury 4, 5, 6 (all years)  |  Nissan/Tohatsu 5, 6 (1995-present)

TM 206 DPRO Yamaha 6 (1999-2012)  |  Yamaha 8 including Hi-Thrust (1999-present)  |  Yamaha 9.9 including Hi-Thrust (2008-present)

TM 207 DPRO Honda 8, 9.9, 15, 20 (2001-present)

TM 208 DPRO Johnson/Evinrude 9.9, 15 (2003-2011)  |  Suzuki 9.9, 15 (2003-2012)

TM 209 DPRO Mercury 15, 20 Tiller only (2005-2010)

TM 210 DPRO Yamaha 9.9 including Hi-Thrust (2005-2007)  |  Yamaha 15 includes Hi-Thrust (2005-present)

TM 212 DPRO Mercury 8, 9.9 (2005-present)  |  Evinrude 9.8 (2013-present)  |  Nissan/Tohatsu 9, 9.8 (2003-present)

TM 214 DPRO Mercury 15, 20 (2011-present)  |  Mercury 15 Remote only (2005-2010)  |  Evinrude 15 (2012-present)  |  Nissan/Tohatsu 20 (2011-present)

TM 215 DPRO Suzuki 9.9, 15, 20 EFI only (2014-present)

TM 216 DPRO Mercury 15, 20 EFI (2018-present) Remote Throttle or Tiller  |  Tohatsu 9.9, 15, 20 EFI (2018-present) Remote Throttle or Tiller
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KICKER STEERING

  REMOTE CONTROLLERS

  DRIVE UNITS

Quick Guide to TROLLMaster & Panther
Kicker Steering & Throttle Control

TROLLMaster PRO

Precise throttle control via 

cabled remote.

Motor-specific servo 

mounting kit included.

TROLLMaster PRO 3 PLUS

Precise throttle control and

optional steering control via

wireless remote.

AAA batteries included. Motor-

specific servo mounting kit sold 

separately.

(PANTHER Electro Steer drive unit required for steering option.)

Panther Wireless Remote

For use with Electro Steer.

(Not for use with TROLLMaster)

Panther T-5 Drive Unit

Mounts directly to threaded tilt tube. 

Designed for compact applications. 

A > 14" /  B > 7" (see diagram)

Panther T-4 Drive Unit

Mounts directly to threaded tilt tube.

A > 12" /  B > 13" (see diagram)

(TROLLMaster required for throttle control)

Panther 100 Drive Unit

The original Electro Steer. For use with motors without 

threaded tilt tube or when space doesn’t allow use of 

T-4 or T-5. Mounts on boat, forward of motor.

All Panther Electro Steer drive units are the same electronically.
Use either the cabled switch (included), the Panther Wireless Remote (55-0105) or the TROLLMaster PRO 3 PLUS wireless remote.

(TROLLMaster required for throttle control)

(TROLLMaster required for throttle control)

  TIE BAR KITS

55-2700

55-2400

A B

55-2750

55-2950



WIRELESS TROLLING...FISHING'S NEWEST ART FORM
TROLLMaster is the world's leading remote throttle control 
for gas-powered auxiliary outboards. A variety of models 
are available to fit the popular brand-name, 4-stroke kicker 
motors: Mercury, Yamaha, Evinrude, Honda and Suzuki.

7733 Progress Way
Delta, BC, Canada V4G 1A3

Tel: 1-604-940-2010
Fax: 1-604-952-2650

www.TROLLMasters.com


